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White Sacas 

"Illuminated Outdoor Ice Rink"

When winter comes, many people come to the Akasaka Sacas for

seasonal ice skating. Whether you're a first time ice skater or a seasoned

skater, ice skating lessons are available for anyone who wants to learn. At

night, the White Sacas is illuminated by colorful lights. Please note that

the hours of operation vary depending on the season. Come admire the

romantic view and atmosphere of the White Sacas.

 +81 3 3746 6666  5-3 Akasaka, Tokyo
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Citizen Plaza 

"All Season Ice Skating"

Citizen Plaza has an international standard ice skating rink where you can

enjoy ice skating year-round. They also offer ice skating lessons for

skaters of all abilities, from beginners to advanced. Citizen Plaza not only

has an ice skating rink, but also tennis courts, a bowling alley, and an

indoor driving range. You are bound to have a good time with your friends

and family. For lots of fun activities, check out Citizen Plaza.

 +81 3 3363 2211  www.citizen-plaza.co.jp/index.html  4-29-27 Takadanobaba, Tokyo
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Toshimaen 

"Fun All Year Round"

When people talk about Toshimaen, the first thing that comes to mind

would be summer and pools. Its Hydropolis has seven swimming pools

which include one for surfing and a very complex set of waterslides. You

can also enjoy an lazy-pool and a swimming pool. In addition, there is not

only water attractions, but also roller coasters, arcade games, and skating

link which is opened in winter. If you happen to be around the park during

spring and summer, you can see the delightful Cherry Blossoms and

Hydrangea garden in full bloom. Admission fares vary depending on

which attraction you visit. Please check the website if you wish to get

more information.

 +81 3 3990 8800  www.toshimaen.co.jp/  3-25-1 Koyama, Tokyo
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